
Improved Trust Regions for Ad-versarial Imitation Learning
Description
Imitation Learning is an important approach for intuitive teaching and programmingof robots and autonomous systems. The benefit over standard reinforcement learn-ing (RL) is, that specifying an explicit reward is not necessary, and a desired behaviorcan be learned by simply copying the behavior of an expert. A recent family of imita-tion learning approaches is based on the idea of generative adversarial networks [1](and various others). Intuitively, a classifier is tasked with distinguishing behaviorfrom the expert and an RL agent and the RL agent is tasked with fooling the discrimi-nator. Yet, due to the adversarial nature those approaches are quite unstable and theschedule of classifier and agent updates needs to be designed with great care. Onthe agent side, previous works used RL approaches capable of controlling updatesusing trust regions, such as PPO [3], to improve stability. While the underlying ideais principled, both for standard RL as well as for the adversarial imitation learningsetting considered here, these approaches come with various practical downsides -they can be computationally expensive, rely on simplifying and sometimes even un-justified approximations, and are sensitive to seemingly irrelevant implementationdetails.We recently introduced a novel approach to such trust regions [2], based on di�er-entiable projections. Compared with PPO, those match or improve performance onstandard RL tasks, while being more robust to implementation details and allowingfor more fine grained control of updates. The goal of this thesis is to explore thebenefit of the trust-region projections for generative adversarial imitation learning.Due to the improved control of the updates and the general stability our projections,this should contribute to the stability of the training, improving convergence, samplee�ciency, and performance.Tasks
The tasks in this project will involve:• Literature Review: Getting familiar with the basics and reviewing recent adver-sarial imitation learning literature.• Implementation: Reimplementing the existing adversarial imitation learningapproaches and augmenting the implementation with the trust-region layers.• Evaluation: Selecting (and potentially implementing) suitable benchmark tasksfor the IRL setting. Evaluating performance and stability in contrast to existingmethods.Qualifications

• Background in computer science, mathematics, physics, or similar.• Experience with basics in machine learning (e. g. deep learning, (Lagrange)optimization, reinforcement learning)• Experience with programming in Python (PyTorch is a plus).References
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